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This: invention" relates; to‘ scaffolds, and 
partic'ularly“ toe-‘a1’. bracket for ‘supporting, 

7 scaifoldi platform members and intended for 
i- use between .adj acent-building walls. 

5 The object: of: the inventionv is the pro 
vision of a: simple, strongi'and'durable scaf» 
fold .bracket-that-Iis ‘capable of: use in narrow 
spaces‘ between adjacent buildingwalls, and 
which is adapted to have its gripping or“ 

10 clinging: engagement‘ with the walls, in 
creased, by the - application, of: weight to : its - 
platform; supporting part; Furthermore, 
the bracket" is: adjustable within limits to 
suit the width of the space in which dise 

15 posed. ‘ i Y 

The invention is fully described in the fol 
lowing speci?cation, and while in its broader 
aspect it is capable of embodiment in nu 

' merous forms, a preferred embodiment 
20 thereof is illustrated inlthe accompanying , 

‘ connected thereto for engagement with the drawings, in wh1ch,— 
Figure 1 is a top plan view of two brack-' 

ets embodying the invention in usable‘ posi 
tion between adjacent walls and connected 

25 by a platform member, and Fig. 2 is an en 
larged section on the line 2-2 in'Fig. 1. 

Referring to the drawings, 1, 1 designate 
two arms or link members p-ivotally con 
nected together at their inner ends by a bolt 

:0 or other suitable connection 2 and each hav 
ing its outer end pivoted to a foot plate 3 
that is provided with spurs 4.- on its outer 
side to ‘adapt it to have gripping or clinging 
engagement with a wall 5 against which it 
bears. Each arm 1 is adjustable in length 
so that the bracket arms may be lengthened 

~ or shortened to suit the width of the space 
between two walls 5, 5 between which dis 
posed’ and, in the present instance, is shown 
as comprising telescoping sections which are 
secured together by a bolt or pin 6 roject 
ing through an aperture in one mem er and 
any one of a series of longitudinally spaced 
apertures 7 in the companion member. 
The bracket arms 1 act in the manner of a 

toggle and are of a combined length greater 
than the width of the space in which the 
bracket is to be disposed, so that when the 
bracket is applied in inverted V-form any 
downward pressure applied to the connect 
ed ends of the bracket arms will have a 
tendency to straighten ‘out the arms and 
apply a greater gripping coaction of the 
feet members 3 with the respective wall sur 
faces. 
The sca?old platform» 8, which in the 
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(present, instance-is shownr asaic'omprisingn a.-_ V 
plank, is supported: at, each end? by- a» frame 7 
or cradle ~9, which‘isisuspen'ded‘ from ‘the ad-. 
jaeent bracket arms 1- at oradjacent? tot-he’ 60 
pivotal point of connection thereof. - In the 
present-instance, .eachcradle 9, ,as-it may be, 
called for} convenience, comprises three'bars 
or: links‘ connected together in’ triangular 
form with two of the-links: 10, 10 pivotally 
connectedat their upper endsvtoithe bolt or 
pivot member 20f the-J bracket arms; at op-v . 
posite sidesof'the arms-and connected-at; . 
their: lower ‘ends to vrespective opposite ends 
of a bottom cross-bar 11 on which latter the 
platform member 8 is intended to rest. In 
order to prevent the swinging of the cradles 
'9 and platform 8 relative .to the bracket arms 
1, which might occur due to the pivotal sus 
pension‘ of the cradle from the center pin of 
the bracket arms, each arm has a pawl 12 
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platform in such manner that the two pawls 
cooperate to prevent any swinging of the 
platform, as clearly shown in the drawing. 

It is apparent that we have provided a 
simple and e?icient scaffold bracket for use 
in the space between the adjacent ‘walls 
of buildings, which bracket is adjustable 
within limits, to suit the width of the space 
in which disposed and is adapted to have 
its gripping action with the supporting 
walls increased by the application of weight 
to the bracket. ‘' 

' We wish it understood that the invention 
is not limited to any speci?c construction, ' 
arrangement or form of the parts, as it 
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is capable of numerous modi?cations and 
changes without departing from the spirit 
of the claims. ' 

, Having thus described our invention‘, what 
we claim as new and desire to secure by 
Letters Patent is: . 

1. A, scaffold bracket having pivotally 
connected toggle arms adapted to hear at 
their outer ends against opposing supports, 
the pivotal connection of the arms being 
above their support engaging ends, and plat 
form supporting means carried by the arms 
and tending by its weight to bring the arms 
in alignment. ' 

2. .A scaffold bracket having pivotally 
connected bracket arms disposed in inverted 
V-form when in use and having their outer 
ends in outward thrust engagement with the 
respective surfaces of opposed supporting 
members, and a scaffold supporting means 
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pivotally suspended from the inner ends of 
the arms‘ for pivotal movements ‘concentric 
to the pivotal connection of the arms and 
tending by itsweight to bring thearms in 
alignment. ' " ' " ' 3. A scaffold bracket having pivotally 

connected bracket arms disposed in inverted 
V-forrn when in use and having their outer 
ends in outward thrust engagement with the 
respective jsurl’acesof opposed, supporting, 
members, and a scatl‘old supportmg means 
suspended from the- inner ends of the arms 
for pivotal ll'lOVBl'llBlltS concentric to the piv 
otal connection of the arms, and means for 
preventing swinging movements of the seal? 
"fold supporting means relative to the arms. 

4. A scaffold bracket having pivotally 
connected arms disposed in lnVe1't8£l_'V— 
form when in use and adapted to have their 
outer ends in outward "thrust 'engagen'ient 
with the respective surfaces of opposed sup- 7 
ports, a sca?old'supporting cradle pivot-ally 1 
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suspended from the pivotal connection of 
the toggle arms, and means carried by the 
armsand adapted to coact with ‘a supported 
‘scaffold to prevent swinging, movements of 

' the cradle and supported ‘sca?'old relative to. 
the‘ arms; ' 

5. A scall'old bracket having pivotally 
connected longitudinally adjustable arms 
disposed in inverted V-form when in use and 
adapted vto have their outerendsiln outward 
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thrust engagement with respective surfaces]; 
0t opposite supports, and a scaffold support-'- . 
mg cradle suspendedirom :the innerends of 
the arms and comprising a pair of-‘links dis 
posed in outward anddownward diverging 
relation7 and a scaffold supporting crossi link 
connected at its ends to- the lower ends’ of 
the dlverging links. ' " 

In testimony whereof we have/hereunto 
signed our names to this speellic'ation. ' 

DAVID-J, .LOCKARD; " ' 
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1 l DAVID LOOKABD. 


